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FENZI G7P APPROVED
TRANSPORTABLE TANKS

440lt 
        

   

Product price:  

660,80 € tax excluded  
  

Product description:  

FENZI G7P APPROVED TRANSPORTABLE TANKS 400lt 

FENZI G7P APPROVED TRANSPORTABLE TANK 440 lt

The Fenzi G7P is a plastic container designed for the transport of hazardous liquids.

Approved for the road transport of diesel, the Fenzi complies with the total exemption

of the 1.1.3.1c ADR standard. The Fenzi G7P is lightweight, safe, and practical.

Lightweight: Made from thick but lightweight plastic material, it facilitates handling and transport.

Safe: All tanks in the G7P series comply with the total exemption of the 1.1.3.1c ADR standard.
Additionally,

they are equipped with a lockable lid to prevent diesel theft.

Guaranteed safety: The tank includes a lockable lid and other safety features to

prevent theft and accidental spills.

Ease of use: The electric pump and flexible hose allow for quick and easy filling and

emptying of the tank.

Robustness and durability: Made from high-quality plastic, the tank is resistant to impacts and
weather conditions.

The Fenzi G7P tank's dimensions of 800L x 1200W x 700H mm make it compact yet spacious
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enough to handle a
capacity of 440 liters, ideal for various transport needs.

Features:

Capacity: 440 liters

Filling cap with vent

12 or 24-volt pump with a flow rate of 40 l/min

4 meters of flexible hose with automatic nozzle

2-meter battery connection clamps

Lockable lid

Housing for anchoring straps and openings for lifting at full load with forks

Technical specifications of the FENZI G7P tank:

Capacity: 440 liters

Dimensions: 800L x 1200W x 700H mm

Thickness: 9 mm

Empty weight with pump: 55 kg

Filling cap with vent

12 or 24-volt pump with a flow rate of 40 l/min

4 meters of flexible hose with automatic nozzle

2-meter battery connection clamps

Lockable lid included

Housing for anchoring straps and forks for lifting at full load
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If you are looking for a product like Fenzi with different characteristics, check out HERE.

Images and data purely indicative.

  

Product features:  

Tank capacity (L): 440
Product dimensions (mm): 800x1200x700
Weight (Kg): 60
Empty weight with 12V pump unit (Kg): 55
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